Costimator® with 3DFX Sheet Metal Features

Bevel Chain

Hole

Hole, Countersunk

Cutout, Internal

Cylindrical Bend

Hem, Closed
Costimator® with 3DFX Sheet Metal Features

- Hem, Roll
- Hem, Teardrop
- Marking
- Hole, Counterbore
- Hem, Open
- Surface Stamp
Costimator® with 3DFX Sheet Metal Features

Bridge

Flanged Cutout

Bead

Louver

Flanged Hole

Flange, Propagated
Costimator® with 3DFX Sheet Metal Features

Also included:

- Conical Bend
- Curve
- Cutout, Compound
- Dimple
- Flat Perimeter
- Generic Form

- Half Shear
- Hole, Counterdrill
- Hole, Tapered
- Point
- Sharp Bend
- Wall